Socially flexible female choice differs among populations of the Pacific field cricket: geographical variation in the interaction coefficient psi (Ψ)
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Indirect genetic effects (IGEs) occur when genes expressed in one individual affect the phenotype of a conspecific. Theoretical models indicate that the evolutionary consequences of IGEs critically depend on the genetic architecture of interacting traits, and on the strength and direction of phenotypic effects arising from social interactions, which can be quantified by the interaction coefficient Ψ. In the context of sexually selected traits, strong positive Ψ tends to exaggerate evolutionary change, whereas negative Ψ impedes sexual trait elaboration. Despite its theoretical importance, whether and how Ψ varies among geographically distinct populations is unknown. Such information is necessary to evaluate the potential for IGEs to contribute to divergence among isolated or semi-isolated populations. Here, we report substantial variation in Ψ for a behavioral trait involved in sexual selection in the field cricket Teleogryllus oceanicus: female choosiness. Both the strength and direction of Ψ varied among geographically isolated populations. Ψ also changed over time. In a contemporary population of crickets from Kauai, experience of male song increased female choosiness. In contrast, experience of male song decreased choosiness in an ancestral population from the same location. This rapid change corroborates studies examining the evolvability of Ψ and demonstrates how interpopulation variation in the interaction coefficient might influence sexual selection and accelerate divergence of traits influenced by IGEs that contribute to reproductive isolation in nascent species or subspecies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The social environment provides one of the most dynamic sources of environmental variation an individual animal is likely to experience in its lifetime [1]. Unlike the physical environment, social environments can generate indirect genetic effects (IGEs) when genes expressed in one individual affect the phenotype of an interacting conspecific [2]. The social environment itself can therefore evolve and generate additional selection that acts on interacting traits. This feedback can dramatically alter the rate and direction of selection, with consequent impacts on higher level evolutionary processes such as population divergence, reproductive isolation, sexual selection and speciation [3–5]. The importance of IGEs and social environments is that they can modulate evolutionary change, suggesting that traits showing particularly labile expression in response to social cues may play a key role in shaping evolutionary dynamics.

The classic view of IGEs describes how the phenotype of a focal individual, \( z_i \), is modified via an interaction with another individual, whose phenotype we denote as \( z'_j \). The prime indicates that the phenotype is of an interacting individual, not the focal individual. The focal individual’s phenotype can be partitioned as:

\[
z_i = a_i + e_i + Ψz_j
\]

with contributions from additive genetic effects, \( a_i \); general environmental effects, \( e_i \); and the social environment, \( Ψz_j \) [2]. The interaction coefficient Ψ scales the effect of the interacting partner’s phenotype on the focal individual’s phenotype, and IGEs arise from the genetic component of the interacting partner’s phenotype [2] (figure 1). Genes expressed in interacting individuals can thereby influence phenotypic expression in other individuals, meaning that the environmental component of trait expression can have a genetic basis, vary and evolve. The magnitude of Ψ describes the degree to which \( z_i \) changes as a result of the interaction; in other words, the relative impact of the social environment on expression of the focal trait. The sign of Ψ describes whether the focal individual’s trait value increases or decreases as a result of the interaction. When Ψ = 0, the social environment has no effect (figure 1).

Quantitative genetic models of indirect genetic effects assume that Ψ is constant [2,3,5–8]. However, those models also indicate that the importance of IGEs in affecting evolution is critically dependent on Ψ. The coefficient Ψ represents an intuitive method for quantifying social effects to better understand the evolutionary dynamics of IGEs that those social effects generate.
In the context of sexual selection, quantitative genetic models incorporating IGEs predict that Fisherian runaway sexual selection will depend on $\Psi$ when female preference is affected by the social environment provided by male traits; positive $\Psi$ increases the likelihood of runaway and enlarges the range of trait values to which populations can evolve via the Fisher process, whereas a negative $\Psi$ will hinder evolutionary change [9]. Experience of male sexual signals has been found to alter female choice in many taxa, for example, through mate preference learning in damselflies [10], mate choice copying in fish [11], experience effects in bugs [12] and sexual imprinting in birds [13].

Despite its theoretical importance, we are aware of only three studies that have quantified $\Psi$. The first study estimated $\Psi$ for traits involved in chemical communication in *Drosophila melanogaster* [14]. The second quantified $\Psi$ for components of antipredator behaviour using inbred lines of the guppy *Poecilia reticulata* [15], and the third used artificial selection on *Drosophila serrata* to demonstrate that $\Psi$ can evolve [16]. These studies provide empirical support for the importance of $\Psi$ in shaping evolutionary outcomes when IGEs are implicated, thereby confirming theoretical predictions, but the extent to which $\Psi$ varies among wild populations and across geographical barriers is unknown.

Variability in $\Psi$ can have a large impact on evolution. If $\Psi$ fluctuates over evolutionary time, then the influence of IGEs on selection will fluctuate accordingly. Similarly, if $\Psi$ varies among populations, the rate and direction of evolutionary change within each population will differ even if direct selection and the genetic architecture of the traits of interest are uniform across populations. Such variation could be particularly important in nascent species or subspecies, because isolated but geographically proximate populations are likely to experience similar habitat and climate conditions. Inter-population variation in $\Psi$ could have the effect of accelerating the accumulation of reproductive incompatibilities mediated by traits expressed in the context of social interactions such as mate choice. Empirical information establishing whether and how much $\Psi$ varies among populations would therefore be helpful for predicting whether and how IGEs contribute to variation in selection on traits in natural populations, in particular, traits involved in reproductive isolation. We address these topics by capitalizing on an insect system in which the phenotype of focal individuals can be easily measured, interacting genotypes can be manipulated and $\Psi$ can be compared among populations.

Our study organism is the field cricket *Teleogryllus oceanicus*. *Teleogryllus oceanicus* is distributed across northern Australia and Oceania, providing a natural laboratory in which relatively isolated populations can be screened using established behavioural assays to quantify components of female choice [17,18]. Males ordinarily sing to attract females for mating, but in 2003, a mutation, *flatwing*, arose on the Hawaiian island of Kauai that obligately silences males that carry it by erasing the sound-producing structures on their wings [19]. The mutation segregates as a single-locus, sex-linked trait [20] and it rapidly spread to near-fixation, with fewer than 10 per cent of males on Kauai now bearing normal wing morphologies [19]. As a result, the acoustic environment experienced by females on Kauai has dramatically shifted from an environment dense in male calling song to almost total silence. Since then, the *flatwing* phenotype has appeared on the neighbouring island of Oahu, albeit at a much lower frequency (ca 50% of males; J. T. Rotenberry and M. Zuk 2012, unpublished data).

A number of studies have demonstrated that experience of male calling song in the environment mediates flexibility in female choice in this species [21–24]. The present study takes advantage of the *flatwing* mutation to evaluate female choosiness as the focal trait $z_i$ and the acoustic environment provided by male sexual signals as the interacting trait $z_j$. Knowledge of the underlying genetics of the male trait allowed us to manipulate female interactions to precisely relate changes in the female phenotype—choosiness—to the genes present in interacting males comprising the social environment. In this case, $\Psi$ describes how female choosiness changes as a result of experience of male sexual signals (figure 1).

When $\Psi$ is positive, female choosiness increases with acoustic experience, and vice versa. Treatments were set up to manipulate females’ acoustic environments during rearing, and we then assessed the effect on the choosiness of females from different *T. oceanicus* populations. Variation in $\Psi$ is indicated by
the acoustic environment × population interaction [16] (figure 1). This rationale is developed further in §2. We evaluated the interaction in two experiments to test the hypotheses that (i) $\Psi$ varies among geographically isolated populations of $T. \text{oceanicus}$, and (ii) $\Psi$ can evolve over time within a population. Our results support both and provide insight into the impact that variation in $\Psi$ is likely to have on the evolution of interacting traits potentially contributing to reproductive isolation, and of the potential influence of behavioural flexibility on population divergence.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Cricket collection and rearing

Laboratory populations of crickets were established from five localities: Mission Beach, Australia; Samoa; and Hilo, Oahu and Kauai in Hawaii. Two populations of Kauai crickets were used. One was established prior to the emergence of the flatwing mutation ('Ancestral Kauai'), and the other was established after the emergence of the mutation ('Contemporary Kauai'). Ancestral Kauai has never contained flatwing male crickets, whereas flatwing males now comprise nearly 95 per cent of all males in Contemporary Kauai. Dates of population origin are given in Tinghitella & Zuk [25], and no population except Ancestral Kauai persisted unsupplemented in the laboratory for more than six generations at the time of testing. Ancestral Kauai could not be supplemented because the aim was to prevent the introduction of flatwing alleles. Population sizes exceeded 100 individuals at all times to minimize the loss of rare alleles through laboratory inbreeding or drift. Crickets were reared at 25°C on a 12 L:12 D cycle in separate 15 l containers with egg cartons for shelter, and they were provided Purina Rabbit Chow, Fluker's Cricket Chow and water ad libitum. All crickets were at least F2 individuals at the time of testing, which minimized the potential for field-based maternal effects.

(b) Treatment groups

Males and females were separated as soon as sex differences became apparent. Males were reared in single-sex groups of approximately 30 individuals in 15 l containers as above, and females were isolated in individual 118 ml containers with Purina Rabbit Chow, food and egg carton for shelter. The factor of interest in this study was the two-way interaction between population and acoustic treatment, so isolated females from each population were randomly assigned to a 'no song' or a 'song' treatment. No song females were reared in silence in a Precision 818 incubator under the same conditions as above. Song females were reared in a Precision 818 incubator in which male calling song was played back to simulate a high density of sexually signalling males. The protocol was identical to previous studies that successfully manipulated the acoustic environment in this species [21,24,26]. Briefly, male song was broadcast using sony SRS-m30 speakers at 80–85 dB measured at the lid of the females' containers, which yielded an intensity of approximately 70–75 dB inside the containers. This mimicked conditions that would be experienced in a wild population of singing $T. \text{oceanicus}$ males [17].

Teleogryllus oceanicus calling song starts with a trill-like 'long chirp', which is followed by a series of lower amplitude paired pulses. The proportion of song occupied by long chirp influences the attractiveness of the song to females [17,18]. Following Bailey & Zuk [21], six male calling song models containing 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 or 100 per cent long chirp were simultaneously broadcast from separate speakers in the song incubator. Other song traits were parameterized to mean values of the Kauai population. The position of female containers in both the song and no song treatments was randomly rotated throughout the experiment, and a prior study that specifically tested for incubator effects found no evidence for them, using the same set of incubators as in the present study [26]. Thus, in all respects, the song and no song rearing conditions were identical, except for the acoustic environment experienced by females.

(c) Mating trials

To minimize the age-related variation in mating behaviour, all females were tested 6–10 days post-eclosion, and males used for testing were 6–15 days old. All females were paired with a randomly chosen flatwing male during their mating trial to evaluate female choosiness [25]. Flatwing males were used so that male acoustic signals would be controlled for, and no acoustic signals were present during mating trials. The assay thus estimated females' baseline willingness to mount, and allowed us to examine the effect of acoustic experience on their evaluation of male attractiveness. Each female was placed into a 1 l container and allowed to acclimate for 5–10 min, whereupon the male was introduced into the centre of the container and timing began. The latency of the male to court was recorded, plus the latency of the female to mount him. In some cases, females mounted males who had not stridulated. Trials lasted 10 min and if a female failed to mount a male during that time the trial was not included in the analysis.

Ordinarily, male crickets produce a courtship song once physical contact has been made with a female. Courtship song increases the likelihood of female mounting [18,27], but flatwing males are incapable of producing it. Nevertheless, they still raise their wings and attempt to stridulate, which enabled us to visually determine when males began to court during mating trials. Courtship stridulation is distinguishable from calling song stridulation because of the distinct visual pattern of wing movements and the presence of other close-range courtship behaviours such as antennation [27,28].

(d) Analysis

A previous study in a sister species of $T. \text{oceanicus}$ found that female mounting latency reliably indicates male attractiveness [29]. As such, we quantified the latency of females to mount flatwing males starting from the time male courtship began, as indicated by the onset of stridulation movements of the elytra. Shorter latencies indicated greater female attraction [29].

The usual approach to estimating $\Psi$ is to regress the phenotype of a focal individual or strain of known genotype on the phenotype of an interacting partner. The resulting regression coefficient indicates the strength and direction of $\Psi$ [8]. Our estimates of $\Psi$ are based on a population-level approach, much the same as has been used to estimate population-level female preference functions in this species [17]. The underlying assumption is that by testing multiple females from each population, we can estimate how $\Psi$ varies among populations on average. Neutral marker genetic distances ($F_{ST}$) between these populations range from 0.027 (between Kauai and Hilo) to 0.240 (between Kauai and Samoa) [30], and considerable variation in other behavioural...
traits has been documented across a similar range of populations in *T. oceanicus* [17,25,31,32].

We adapted the analytical approaches of Bleakley & Brodie [15] and Chenoweth et al. [16] to detect differences in \( \psi \) by evaluating whether the interaction between social treatment and population is significant. A significant interaction would indicate that crickets in different populations respond differently, on average, to variation in the social environment, and therefore that \( \psi \) is different. We performed a general linear model (GLM) on natural log-transformed mounting latencies with ‘population’ as a categorical factor and ‘acoustic environment’ as a continuous variable, plus their interaction. The rationale for these factors is further developed below. Male and female mass were included as covariates. Consistent with a prior study [26], acoustic exposure affected the mass attained by developing females (see §3), so it was important to correct for the effects of female mass by including it as a covariate in the models. Latency data were standardized prior to analysis so that estimates of \( \psi \) would be comparable across studies [5].

The social environments that we modelled were the song and no song acoustic environments that females experienced. These represent discrete intervals of a social environment that varies continuously in nature. The proportion of males carrying the *flatwing* allele(s) will be directly related to the degree of acoustic signalling that females experience in their environment (figure 1), and in our treatments, females were either exposed to constant silence or constant calling song during their dark cycles. The population × acoustic environment interaction was the primary variable of interest because it indicated whether the strength and/or sign of \( \psi \) differed among populations. Treating the acoustic environment as a continuous variable in the model allowed us to generate estimates of \( \psi \) based on regression coefficients and their associated \( p \)-values. These indicated whether \( \psi \) differed significantly from zero within each population.

Two GLMs were performed. The first model examined population-level variation in \( \psi \), and it included data from the five recently collected populations and excluded data from Ancestral Kauai. In contrast, the second analysis included only Ancestral Kauai and Contemporary Kauai, which were collected from the same physical location but at different times. The latter analysis tested the possibility that the strength or direction of \( \psi \) has changed in that population. The GLMs only included data from trials in which males produced courtship stridulations and females mounted them, to ensure that we only analysed cases where males could be verified as sexually receptive. However, females sometimes mounted males in the absence of any male stridulation \( (n = 92) \). We ran separate analyses in which these occurrences were included as latencies of zero. The results were qualitatively the same, so we present the first analysis only.

Post hoc tests were performed on the first analysis to examine which population comparisons contributed to the significant interaction. Interaction terms from all 10 population-pairwise GLMs provided an approximate guide to indicate which slopes significantly differed from one another; i.e. which populations differed in the strength and/or direction of \( \psi \).

Finally, the effect of acoustic experience on female body mass was analysed in all females from contemporary populations to compare with a previous study that found that males reared in the presence of song developed to be more massive and invested more in reproductive tissues [26]. This latter analysis was a two-way ANOVA with ‘acoustic experience’, ‘population’ and their interaction as factors, as before. Female body mass was natural-log transformed and standardized prior to analysis. Analyses were run in SAS v. 9.1 and Minitab v. 12.21.

### Table 1. Results from a GLM of female latency to mount silent males in contemporary populations. Significant \( p \)-values are indicated in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>( F )</th>
<th>( p )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>population</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treatment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>population × treatment</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female mass</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male mass</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>error</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. RESULTS

A total of 655 female crickets were tested. Consistent with previous studies [18,25], the rate at which females mount *flatwing* males was low (approx. 39%). Nevertheless, estimates of \( \psi \) based on female mounting latencies varied significantly in both strength and direction among the different populations studied, as indicated by a significant population × acoustic environment interaction in the analysis of female response latencies (table 1). Figure 2 indicates for which population-pairwise comparisons \( \psi \) differed significantly, and for which populations \( \psi \) was significantly different from zero. Whether positive or negative, a departure from zero indicates that the acoustic

![Figure 2. The influence of acoustic experience on female choosiness in contemporary *T. oceanicus* populations. Choosiness is indicated on the y-axis by natural log-transformed female mounting latency, with greater latency indicating greater choosiness. Error bars are omitted for ease of interpretation, but populations that differed significantly from one another in \( \psi \) do not share one of the small letters to the right. Values of \( \psi \) estimated from regression coefficients (see text for details) are indicated on the right, and those populations for which \( \psi \) differed significantly from zero are indicated in bold. Squares with continuous line, Mission Beach; diamonds with continuous line, Samoa; triangles with continuous line, Hilo; crosses with continuous line, Oahu; circles with continuous line, Contemporary Kauai.](http:// rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/)
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environment had an impact on female choosiness. For example, $\Psi$ was strong and negative in Hilo, meaning that choosiness was lower when females experienced male song. In contrast, it was positive in Mission Beach and Contemporary Kauai, where choosiness was higher when females experienced male song. In Samoa and Oahu, $\Psi$ was not significantly different from zero, suggesting that on average, acoustic experience had little or no impact on the component of female choice measured in this study. It is also possible that $\Psi$ was variable among individuals within those populations, such that $\Psi$ was positive for some individuals, negative for others, and therefore approximately zero on a mean population level.

Females from Ancestral Kauai and Contemporary Kauai differed in their mounting latencies overall (table 2), but above and beyond that, the direction of $\Psi$ was reversed in the two populations (figure 3). The difference between $\Psi$ in each population was significant, and $\Psi$ was also significantly different from zero in both populations (table 2). Contemporary Kauai females were more choosy after developing in the presence of male song, but Ancestral Kauai females were less choosy after developing in the presence of male song (figure 3). Females showed similar responses in the no song condition in both populations, but experience of male calling songs during development had opposite effects on females from the two populations. In this analysis, female size also affected mounting latencies (table 2), with heavier females taking longer to mount males.

Overall, females that developed in a song-rich acoustic environment grew larger, attaining a higher mass at adulthood (GLM: $F_{1,527} = 30.37$, $p < 0.001$; figure 4). However, as with the behavioural data, a significant two-way interaction indicated that acoustic effects on mass were not equivalent across populations (GLM for mass: $F_{4,527} = 8.59$). The interaction was driven by a reversal in the effect of acoustic experience on female mass in the Mission Beach population; females from Mission Beach that were reared with song developed to be smaller (figure 4).

### 4. DISCUSSION

The evolutionary impacts of indirect genetic effects are becoming increasingly clear [33]. Quantitative genetic models incorporating IGEs have made the theoretical case that IGEs can accelerate or decelerate the evolution of interacting traits [2,6]. IGEs can also shift the direction of selection on traits expressed in a social context [34]. However, these dual influences are critically dependent on the interaction coefficient $\Psi$, and as such, any consequent effects on evolutionary processes such as the establishment and maintenance of reproductive isolation or population divergence, are also critically dependent on $\Psi$. Population subdivision plays an important role in exaggerating the evolutionary impacts of IGEs [4], and geographical and temporal variation in $\Psi$ is therefore expected to be important for conferring different evolutionary rates and trajectories among subdivided populations. The present study provides evidence that such variation is likely to occur in nature.

Sexual selection is a logical context in which to examine IGEs and evaluate variation in $\Psi$, because mate choice necessarily involves social interactions, and social flexibility in female choice has been documented across numerous taxa [35,36]. Empirically, it is well established that females change their mate preferences based on prior experience [37–41], that they can become choosier when a range of male phenotypes is experienced [21,42], and that both sexes can learn about the distribution of male phenotypes in the environment based on interactions with conspecifics [26,43,44]. Taken together, these observations validate theoretical models that predict that females should flexibly modify their choosiness based on social interactions, that different populations should vary in that flexibility and that populations experiencing sexual selection should exhibit strong, positive $\Psi$ [9,45]. Quantifying $\Psi$ for traits involved in mate choice should yield insights about the dynamics of sexual selection in a given population or species [46].

In *T. oceanicus*, both the strength and direction of $\Psi$ varied in different populations for a trait, female choosiness, which is known to impact the strength and direction of sexual selection on male traits implicated in reproductive isolation. Acoustic experience also affected female size differently in different populations, demonstrating that IGEs arising from the social environment provided by male calling songs in *T. oceanicus* affect not
only behavioural traits, but also morphological traits. The present study cannot address the cause of population-level variation in $\Psi$, but there are several possible reasons for it. First, the dramatic reversal in the sign of $\Psi$ in the Contemporary versus Ancestral Kauai population corroborates evidence of its evolvability provided by an artificial selection study in Drosophila serrata [16]. In that study, a similar reversal in $\Psi$ was documented for social influences on the expression of a cuticular hydrocarbon, 2MeC26, after 16 generations of experimental evolution. In T. oceanicus, the Ancestral Kauai population showed a strong negative $\Psi$, such that acoustic experience made females less choosy. This pattern was echoed in Hilo (figures 2 and 3). However, females from Contemporary Kauai increased their choosiness of mates when reared in the presence of male calling song. The shift in $\Psi$ had to have occurred over the course of approximately 24–32 generations, assuming between three and four generations per year since the Ancestral Kauai laboratory population was established in 2001, and this dramatic and rapid reversal in $\Psi$ confirms the potentially important role of IGEs in the diversification of recently subdivided or isolated populations. In the wild, feedback from IGEs could accelerate the evolution of asymmetric mating isolation in subdivided populations if variation in $\Psi$ causes heterogeneous selection on female choosiness. Asymmetrical mating isolation has in fact been documented in T. oceanicus and in other Oceanic Gryllids [25,47], and future research would profit from testing causal links between variation in $\Psi$ and patterns of mating isolation.

The direction of $\Psi$ in Ancestral versus Contemporary Kauai could have switched for several reasons. One is that the flatwing mutation has rapidly spread through the Contemporary Kauai population, altering the acoustic environment as it propagated with each generation. This shift in the acoustic environment could have exerted selection favouring females who were able to facultatively decrease how choosy they were when song was scarce or absent, to facilitate finding a rare singing male or encountering a satellite male [22]. There are alternative explanations, however. The Ancestral Kauai population has been maintained as a laboratory colony since its inception in 2001; it was impossible to supplement because the aim was to maintain the population without introducing flatwing genotypes. Ancestral Kauai may therefore have experienced alternative selection over a longer period in the laboratory, which favoured the evolution of a negative $\Psi$ because of the reduced importance of long-range signalling. It is intriguing, however, that the only other Hawaiian population not containing flatwing males showed a similarly negative $\Psi$, and that Oahu, which now contains approximately 50 per cent flatwing males, had a $\Psi$ indistinguishable from zero. Another plausible alternative is that $\Psi$ changes as a result of genetic drift or random sorting of ancestral variation as populations become subdivided. The role of drift could be equally important in setting up different responses to social cues in populations that have become subdivided, or which were subjected to repeated founder effects such as may have occurred as the range of T. oceanicus expanded eastward across Oceania during serial bottlenecks [25].

The geographical variation in social flexibility in female choice we have documented suggests parallels with models of speciation by sexual selection, which describe how traits under sexual selection can drift to different equilibrium points or runaway in different directions in isolated populations, thereby facilitating reproductive isolation [48]. In T. oceanicus, population-level variation in $\Psi$ in the context of sexual selection can similarly alter the direction and strength of reproductive isolation among populations if it occurs for traits such as female preference or female choosiness, even if the composition of the social environment remains static across populations. For example, sexual selection on males may be strengthened in populations where acoustic experience increases female choosiness, such as in Oahu, while the same social experience appears to decrease female choosiness in Hilo, in turn relaxing selection on males (figure 2). While the underlying reasons for variation in $\Psi$ in T. oceanicus female choice are not yet apparent, the fact that it does vary is sufficient to indicate an important role in driving traits implicated in reproductive isolation towards different equilibrium values or evolutionary trajectories, above and beyond the effects of sexual selection. Variation in $\Psi$ could thus provide an additional source of divergent selection on reproducitively isolating traits, superimposed on sexual selection and evaluating spatial variation in $\Psi$ is likely to be critical for understanding sexual selection in many systems in which social environments influence mating traits and populations are subdivided [4].

Considering IGEs can provide superior power for predicting evolutionary change in many contexts, including studies of evolutionary ecology, speciation and animal breeding [33,49]. IGEs provide a genetic framework for understanding the effects that behaviours involved in social interactions can have on the rate and direction of evolution, a topic that has attracted considerable interest in the behavioural literature but remains unresolved [1,2,50,51]. In particular, $\Psi$ describes a specific property of those interactions that turns out to be of considerable importance. A fuller understanding of the dynamics of the interaction coefficient $\Psi$ in a comparative context,
both across and within species, is necessary to enhance the predictive capacity afforded by the IGE framework. The evidence we provide here for population-level variation in $\Psi$, and our corroboration that $\Psi$ showsheritable genetic variation [16], suggest several future research priorities. First, models of IGEs would benefit from relaxing the assumption that $\Psi$ is fixed. The effects that an evolving $\Psi$ would have on the evolutionary dynamics imposed by IGEs are presently unclear. Second, empirical estimates of the heritability of and variation in $\Psi$ would help to parametrize such models. For example, $\Psi$ may not always be linear. It could manifest as a threshold trait such that interaction with social partners does not affect a focal individual’s phenotype unless a social partner’s phenotype exceeds a certain value. Developing theory to address nonlinearity in $\Psi$ and implementing it in subsequent empirical studies would provide a fruitful avenue of inquiry in the future. Social effects on male sexual trait expression [52] are also an important factor that should be incorporated in future studies. Finally, identifying the forces that cause evolutionary change in $\Psi$ would yield insights into circumstances under which $\Psi$ is expected to play a more important role in processes such as speciation or population divergence.
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